
 
 
 

 
INVITATION TO AUTHORSHIP  

PRESTOUNGRANGE HISTORY SERIES 
 
1. The Baron Courts of Prestoungrange and Dolphinstoun invites authors to work 
with their successful series of historical booklets, for publication both as hardcopy and 
electronically on the Prestoungrange website www.prestoungrange.org  
 
2. The goal of this series is to trace the history of Prestoungrange and Dolphinstoun 
and the neighbouring former baronial lands from earliest recorded times up to the 21st 
Century.   A list of ‘invitation’ topics is available on request and all past copies may be 
perused at The Gothenburg, High Street, Prestonpans.  The Baron Courts are also willing 
at all times  to consider proposals for alternative topics that are congruent with their 
publishing goal. 
 
3. The material will be published under the name of the principal author 
together with a brief biography (source details to be provided by the author) with 
a Foreword by Baron Prestoungrange or of Dolphinstoun.  Content, in the form of 
a Word document plus an e-file which must include: (i) Text of approximately 
10,000 words/equivalent; (ii) Bibliography laid out according to format guidelines 
to be supplied; (iii) some six or more images for inclusion in the completed work 
with any approvals necessary; and (iv) the autobiographical details required. 
 
4. The Content submitted will be edited for publication and may also be edited for 
use in alternative formats such as resource packs for schools. Authors are welcome to 
make their own secondary use of the Content at any time subsequent to publication 
provided acknowledgement of the original source is given. 
 
5. A maximum expense ‘allowance’ of £1,500 is available for research and creation 
of the Content payable as follows: (i) £100 within seven days of acceptance by the Series 
Editor of a two-page outline; (ii) £1,250 within seven days of acceptance of the full work 
including all items specified at 3(i)-(iv) above; and (iii) a final payment of £150 on 
publication of the hardcopy book.  There will be no fees payable per se for authorship.  In 
the case of collaborative projects, expenses should be shared as may be agreed between 
the principal author and any other contributors who must always be acknowledged.   
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6. Six copies of the book will be supplied to the author, but no royalties will be 
payable, as all income from sales will be used to defray the cost of publication and 
further development of project at large. Extra copies can be purchased at the Author’s 
Discount being 50% of the full published cover price. 
 
7. Since it is important to maintain a schedule of editing and publication deadlines, 
once agreed, must be met and will only be extended under special circumstances by 
mutual agreement.  The Baron Courts necessarily reserve the right not to pay the balance 
of any expenses at 5(ii)-(iii) in the event of missed deadlines or unacceptable final 
Content, or to reduce such expenses normally payable there under to defray any expenses 
they must necessarily incur to bring the Content to a state of appropriate readiness.  
 
 
Signature of this document confirms that you accept the above terms and conditions - 
 
 
 
Provisional Booklet Title: _________________________________________________ 
 
 
Agreed Deadline:  ____________________ 200 ____ 
 
 
I, _______________________________ , agree and accept these terms and conditions 
 
 
Date:__________________________  200 ____ 


